The Devils Seed

As we started we were three
Crazy Wilson, Russ and me
Abroad
Hungry for Gold

Rumours had run through the town
In the mountains gold’s been found
And hey
We were on our way
The very next day

Chorus:
Hungry for gold
Our saddles filled with hope
Hungry for gold
A pan, a gun, a rope
Hungry for gold
Our lives bet on a dope
Hungry for gold

The desert seized us for six weeks
Before we reached the mountain peaks
The pains
Had turned our brains

Russ frightened up one stormy night
Eyes wide open, fled and cried
A roar
I don’t know what he saw
We swa him nevermore

Chorus: Hungry for gold...

So me and Crazy stayed behind
Ten days of hard work we did find
The gold
Of which we had been told

But the fortune wouldn’t stay
We wanted us out of our way
The greed
Into the death did lead
Gold’s a devils seed

Chorus: Hungry for gold...
We’re so hungry, hungry, hungry for gold 4x
Hungry, hungry, hungry